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VERTEX Plus collars are the most advanced and reliable (2-year electronics warranty) GPS collars 

in wildlife telemetry from VECTRONIC Aerospace. They are the next generation of our GPS PLUS 

collars.

The new VERTEX hardware takes advantage from improved energy efficiency, true acceleration 

logging (activity) and unique proximity applications vs. other collars. 

 

 

The VERTEX Plus collars are always built 

to customer project needs and have a wide 

range of options to choose from: 

 
 

 

 

Communication Options

VHF Beacon

Iridium 2-way Satellite Communication

 Globalstar 1-way Satellite Communication

 GSM 2-way Communication

 On-site UHF Radio Communication 

Sensor Options

High Resolution 3-Axis acceleration sensor

  (with up to 32Hz raw data recording)

Mortality & Hibernation Sensor

Temperature Sensor

Video Camera (contact us for further details)

Battery and Drop-off Options

 Several battery sizes and shapes

 Integrated radio and timer Drop-offs

External Sensors (Proximity Application)

 Customizable UHF ID Tags for species interaction

 Expandable collars for offspring survival studies

 Stationary UHF ID Tags for e.g. road crossings

 Vaginal Implant Transmitter for pregnancy observation

 Mortality Implant Transmitter for instant mortality detection

  

 

 

 

 

 

      

 

   

Wolfpack in Finland wearing round shaped 
VECTRONIC GPS collars

by Seppo Ronkainen

Round shaped
VERTEX Plus 
collar with 3D 
battery pack and 
cotton break-away

GPS Collars made in Germany since 2000
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1 Activity triggered GPS schedule:

   (acceleration exceeds user-defined threshold) 

2 Virtual Fence GPS schedule: 

   (animal enters or leaves a defined area)*

3 Proximity triggered GPS schedule:   

   (animal gets close to a UHF ID tag) 

4 Mortality triggered GPS schedule:   

   (additional GPS fixes when the animal died) 

GPS Plus X

 
 

 

* possibility to receive notification e-mail or SMS 

Drop-offs allow retrieving the collar without having to recapture the animal. All VECTRONIC 

Aerospace Drop-offs are integrated into the battery pack, so there are no external parts on the 

collar which might get damaged or harm the animal. For increased reliability our Drop-offs are 

self contained devices with their own battery. We offer timer release Drop-offs as well as a radio 

and timer release version for on-demand release at the study site. 

Drop-off

Drop-off 
release
side

Drop-off 
release
side

Integrated radio and timer controlled Drop-off

VECTRONIC Aerospace collars come fully programmed and ready “to go” as part of our 

service. However, it is easy to reprogram them locally or remotely using our free and user 

friendly software GPS Plus X.

receive remote communication data automatically with http download

receive notifications and alerts to your e-mail or mobile phone (mortality, proximity events) 

export your data automatically 

access the same datasets with your colleagues with database structure 

assign collar data to certain animals and groups 

 GPS Plus X supports most of the local coordinate systems 

 almost all settings can be reprogrammed remotely with GSM and Iridium collars 

Interaction with Environment

customized UHF ID tags on reindeer in Sweden

The VERTEX Plus collars can automatically change their GPS positioning interval with 

interactive programming. The regular GPS schedule can be changed into more frequent GPS 

positioning if one or more of the following events take place:

GPS Collars made in Germany since 2000
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VHF Beacon Transmitter

The VHF Beacon is used for species on-site 

tracking and collar retrieval. The VHF Beacon 

pattern and schedule can be programmed by 

the user. 

Iridium satellite communication

World wide 24h coverage. Iridium transfers 

GPS, mortality and proximity event data. The 

data is received by email or Http download. The 

2-way communication allows reconfiguring the 

collars after they have been deployed.

Globalstar satellite communication

This option uses the GLOBALSTAR 

SIMPLEX service for data download. GPS 

data are send repeatedly to increase 

probability that the message is received by the 

satellite. The data is received by email or Http 

download. 

GSM communication

GSM transfers GPS, mortality and proximity 

event data using SMS or FDP services. The 

data is received by email, Http download or by a 

GSM groundstation connected to a computer. 

The 2-way communication allows re-

configuring the collars after THEY have been 

deployed.

 UHF 2-way communication

The UHF communication allows you to 

communicate with the collar on demand at the 

study side. The communication is up to a few 

kilometers depending on the terrain. UHF 

communication is required for using the 

Activity sensor  (new)

Measures true acceleration of the animal on 

three axis with up to 32Hz raw data recording. 

The collar now processes and stores raw data. 

The data is used to observe activity and 

behavioral patterns and is highly detailed to 

identify distinct behaviors. 

Mortality detection

If no activity has been detected above a set 

threshold for a user-defined time, the collar 

detects a mortality event and sends a 

notification to the researcher. Additionally,  

there is an user-setup repetition rate of the VHF 

beacon transmitter.

External sensors (Proximity applications)

The VERTEX Plus collar is able to monitor 

external sensors and send messages remotely 

about their status. UHF communication is 

required in your collar to provide new data on 

birth, mortality, body temperature and 

interactions between different animals. 

Collar Options

 oval shaped
VERTEX Plus 

collar with medium
2D battery 

(UHF housing)
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VECTRONIC Aerospace GmbH
Carl‐Scheele‐Str. 12 
12489 Berlin 
Germany

wildlife@vectronic‐aerospace.com
www.vectronic‐aerospace.com

Phone:  +49  30  6789  4990
Fax:  +49  30  6789  5230
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